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The Argonne Effective Mass Spectrometer has been used for a high-precision -study of the reactions
m @~K K+n (110000 events) and n. +n ~K K+@ (50000 events) at 6 GeV/c for K K+ masses below 1750
MeV and momentum transfers —t & 0.40 GeV'. Comparison of the two reactions isolates interferences
between isospin-0 and isospin-1 K K states. We observe f-A„ f'-A2, and f-f' interferences in the Y4
moment and find f' production to have a substantial contribution from some mechanism other than pion
exchange. We present values for the f" mass (1506 + 5 MeV), width (66 + 10 MeV), and branching ratio
((f'~vrtrif' &all) = —(1.2 ~ 0.4)%]. The relative f f' pro-duction phase is found to be 170 ~ 10'; the 2

nonet mixing angle is determined to be 32.5 ~ 0.5', which is less than the ideal value. The measured relative f-
A, ! production phase of (63 i5)' confirms a prediction of Irving and Michael based on duality and vector-
meson production studies. The KK branching ratio of the f meson is measured to be
(f~KK/f ~all) = (3.8 ~ 0.4)%. An SU(3) prediction for the ratio of the pKK to the p~vr coupling is found to
agree with the data. In addition to the isospin-0 S*, substantial isospin-1 S-wave production is observed near
the K K threshold and the effects of the recently reported S-wave enhancement of mass —1300 MeV are
observed. Our results show that the enhancement has isospin 0, with a slow variation of phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

We report high-statistics measurements of the
mass and momentum-transfer dependence of the
E K' decay angular distribution moments in the
reactions

a p -K K'n (110000 events),

tt'n —K K'P (50000 events).

(1)

(2)

= [A, ('+ (A, ('+2Re(A. A*,),.

The K K mass range from threshold to 1750 MeV
is covered, for the four-momentum transfer
range -t & 0.40 GeV'. Heretofore, no systematic
comparison of reactions (1) and (2) has been made.
The largest statistical samples previously available
for reaction (1) have 16000 events' and 27000
events. ' For the related reaction,

p-KsZs n

the largest existing samples for which moments
have been measured have about 6000 events' '
each.

Lipkin' has pointed out that if A, and A, are the
amplitudes for production of I =0 and I =1 K K'
systems in reaction (1), then the amplitude for
reaction (1) is A, +A„while for the reaction
m p-K'K'n the amplitude is A, -A, . By charge
independence this amplitude is the same as that
for reaction (2), and apart from a factor 1/v 2

the even partial-wave amplitudes are the same
for reaction (8), which has no odd partial waves.
Symbolically we can write the cross sections for
reactions (1) and (2) as

where we have defined d'o/dtdtV= o(Y', & =o/—

(4tr)' ', M is the K K' effective mass, t is the
four-momentum transfer to the recoil nucleon,
and the superscripts —and+ refer to reactions (1)
and (2), respectively. Using the standard sym-
bols for meson states to represent the various
amplitudes, we can write

o'= (S*+6'('+
( 0+ p'j'+ If +f'+A,'('+

Summing the two cross sections eliminates the
A, A *, interference terms; taking the difference
isolates those terms. Similar relations hold for
the various K K' decay moments; for example,
the contributions of the three tensor mesons to
the Y', moment are, symbolically,

o-- (Y,'& ~ Ifl'+ I
f'i'+

I Aa I'+2 Re(f f'*)

o„,(Y,'& Re(fA,'*) + Re(f 'A,'*) .
Here

(Yt &
=- o (Yt & +o'(Y t &

and

o,„(Y;&-=o-(Y;&-o (Y;)
(the (Yt & are defined in Sec. 11).

The quantum numbers of KK systems are greatly
restricted. Two pseudoscalar mesons can only
form natural-parity systems, i.e., with parity and
spin related by P =(-1) . The statistics of a bo-
son-antiboson pair further require C = P, and this
leads to G=C(—1)'=(-1)" (Ref. 7). In general,
we expect the cross section at small t to be dom-
inated by one-pion exchange (OPE), which can only
produce KK systems with even-G parity, such as
S*(993), p(770), f(1270), g(1680), etc. Since these
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ters were used in the trigger to detect interactions
of interest in the 50-cm liquid hydrogen or deu-
terium target; one or more large-angle particles
striking the HOLE counter or at least two particles
through the dE/dx counter were required. Nonin-
teracting beam triggers were further suppressed
by the beam veto counter. The trigger also re-
quired two and only two counts in the 40-counter
hodoscope at the magnet exit. Events with fast
charged pions (P, ~1.5 GeV/c) were suppressed by
the large Cerenkov counter, C,"; the counter QC
ensured that at least one charged particle entered
C, . The spectrometer magnet had a gap of 66 cm,
a width of 2 m, an effective length of 1 m, and

fBd/ = 11.4 kG m. The sets of magnetostrictive
wire spark chambers, A1 through K5, mea-
sured the trajectories of outgoing particles. Data
were recorded on magnetic tape by an EMB 6050
computer, which also analyzed a sample of the
data on-line.

For reaction (1), unwanted final states such as
E E'6' were suppressed in the trigger logic by
rejecting events accompanied by a count in any one
of the target veto counters (which surrounded the
target on four sides and included both charged-
particle and y-ray counters) or in any of the mag-
net veto counters (charged-particle counters which
lined the upstream half of the magnet aperture).
For reaction (2), the presence of a recoil proton
required a somewhat looser trigger: the y-ray
veto counters were not used and an event was
vetoed only if either (a) two or more of the
charged-particle veto counters counted, or (b)
either of the magnet veto counters immediately
above or below the beam region counted. The
status of all the veto counters was recorded for
each triggering event for use during data analysis.

B. Trigger losses

A mN-K R+N event in which both kaons traversed
the spectrometer and at least one kaon struck the
QC counter could still fail to trigger the apparat-
us. There were a number of loss mechanisms for
which we corrected our data.

The requirement of two and only two counts
in the 40-counter hodoscope at the magnet exit
caused a (4.4 +0.5)% loss of good events that gave
three or more counts; this was measured by
special data runs with the trigger modified to re-
quire at least three hodoscope counts. There was
also a loss of (1.6~0.8)% of good events with few-
er than two hodoscope counts, due to small gaps
between adjacent hodoscope elements. Another
mechanism for having only one hodoscope count
was for both kaons to strike the same hodoscope
element; this effect was included in the apparatus

ac ceptance calculation.
2. The recoil neutrons from reaction (1) had a

probability ~ 10/o of converting in the target veto
counters; this effect had a smooth dependence on
M and t and was included in the apparatus accept-
ance calculation.

3. No correction was made for vetoing of events
by the spectator proton in m'd-K K'pp, because it
was determined in a previous experiment" that
the spectator proton in w'd-m m'pp, was detected
by the veto counter array for less than 1% of the
events.

4, A good event was lost if one beam particle
passed through the beam veto counter in coinci-
dence with a good event initiated by another beam
particle. This effect was continuously measured
by recording coincidences of beam signals delayed
70 ns (one accelerator rf period) with in-time
beam signals. An average correction of -2/o was
made.

5. 5 rays from the passage of the incident pion
and outgoing kaons through 1iquid hydrogen veto
-6% of good events. This effect was included in
the apparatus acceptance calculation.

6. The large threshold Cerenkov counter C „
which suppressed final states such as m z'n in the
trigger, also had a small efficiency (typically 5

to 10%) for vetoing high-momentum kaons from
very asymmetric decays of high-mass (M&1475
MeV) K R systems. This effect, as well as the
effects of kaon interactions and K- p, v decays in-
side the large C, volume, was included in the ap-
paratus acceptance calculation.

7. An event was lost if the K or A struck the
beam veto counter; this effect was included in the
apparatus ace eptanc e calculation.

8. Loss of events due to absorption of outgoing
kaons in spectrometer material or liquid hydro-
gen or deuterium was included in the apparatus
ac ceptance calculation.

C. Event selection criteria

In the analysis of those events recorded by the
apparatus, a number of selection criteria were
imposed.

1. Two and only two tracks through the spectro-
meter magnet were required, resulting in a loss
of (6 + 4)% of good events due to spark-chamber
and reconstruction program inefficiencies. There
was no apparent. K K"N signal in the event sample
with three t acks through the spectrometer.

2. For reaction (1), an event was rejected if an
extra track upstream of the magnet was detected in the
Kl and K2 chambers; for reaction (2), such tracks
were acceptable only if they were consistent with
the expected recoil proton direction. This cut
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caused a loss of (0.50+ 0.25)% of good events,
w hil e reducing the background from high- multi-
plicity final states. The loss was determined from
the K K"R signal in the sample of rejected events.

3. For reaction (2), any veto counter recorded
as counting must have been consistent with the ex-
pected recoil proton direction; otherwise the
event was rejected. This requirement caused a
loss of (2.0 a 1.5) /o of good events.

4. Only one beam track was permitted in the KO

chambers. Typically 2/0 of good events were lost
due to this requirment. The effect depended on
beam intensity and was measured as the proba-
bility of having two reconstructed beam tracks for
"beam trigger'* events. These were events, re-
corded continuously throughout the data-taking,
for which the event trigger was simply the beam
signature part of the full trigger logic.

5. At least one track of momentum ~ 1.6 GeV/c
was required to enter the C „ fiducial volume, to
guarantee efficient vetoing of pions. This require-
ment was also us ed in defining t e apparatus ae-
ceptanc e.

6. Both tracks through the spectrometer magnet
had to be inside the magnet's fiducial aperture and
had to miss the beam veto counter's fiducial aper-
ture. These aperture cuts were included in the
definition of the acceptanc e.

V. If the two tracks through the spectrometer
yielded an apparent K"m effective mass of 840 to
960 MeV, the event was rejected so that K~'Y'
final states were excluded. (This was done only
for events with apparent K K' effective mass
M) 1240 MeV; below 1240 MeV, kinematic reso-
lution was sufficient to exclude K*'Y' events. )
Similarly, an apparent pw mass within 6 MeV of
the A mass caused rejection of the event, inde-
pendent of K K" mass. Corrections for these cuts
were included in the acceptance calculation.

The overall normalization uncertainty, due to
uncertainties in spectrometer and reconstruction
program efficiencies and absolute pion beam flux,
is estimated to be +10 /0.

D. Kinematic cuts and background corrections

Each event passing the above selection criteria
was analyzed assuming that a particle-anti par-
ticle pair was produced with a recoil nucleon,
i.e., that the reaction was of the type w P-A A n
[m'n-A A'P for reaction (2)]. The mass squared
of A, M~', was then calculated; some of the re-
sulting distributions are shown in Fig. 2. Large
K KN signals are evident. Figure 3 shows raw
effective mass spectra, for reactions (1) and (2)
for a cut on the K K'Npeakof ~M„'-M»' ~&0.15
GeV'. In these plots, total backgrounds are -20%,

but are mass dependent.
The M&' distributions have been fitted as the sum

of three contributions: a K R N Gaussian signal,
a m m'X contribution from the small fraction of
such events not vetoed by the C, counter, and a
second-order polynomial which parameterized all
other background effects, including, for example,
the resolution-smeared tails of the K K"N~ and
E K ' 6 contributions at large M„'.

The background due to m m'X events for which
C „failed t'o count is well understood because data
were also recorded using a trigger without the C,
veto requirement (C,-OUT data). After being
subjected to the same event selection as the
K K'N data (C „-IN data), the C, -OUT events
were divided into three categories, depending on
the probability that C, would have failed to veto
the events. In category (a), both tracks passed
the C, momentum and fiducial volume cuts; since
C, had an inefficiency of only 1.8% per pion track,
a negligible number of m m' X events of this type
occurred in the C, -IN data. In category (b), one
track passed the C„cuts while the second failed,
but still could count in C, with reduced efficiency
(if it were a pion). In category (c}, one track
passed the C„cuts while the other (if a pion) had
negligible efficiency for counting in C,. Only
categories (b) and (c) events were significant con-
taminants in the C „-IN data. For C „-OUT events
in each category [(b) or (c)] separately, the M„'
distribution was fitted to the sum of a w m+N Gaus-
sian and second-order polynomial. The M„' dis-
tribution for C „-IN events in the corresponding
category was then fitted to the sum of a K K'N
Gaussian, a multiple of the C, -OUT spectrum
shape, and a polynomial. The paramete r multi-
plying the C „™OUTspectrum gave the C, inef-
ficiency for m m'X events in the category; for
category (b) it was (1.3 a0. 2)%%uo, while for (c) it
was (1.8 +0.2)/o (essentially the inefficiency for
single pions}.

To perform the background subtraction, we (i)
defined two regions of I„', the "peak" region
(~ M„'-M»'~& 0.14 GeV') and the "control" region
(0.20& M&' -M»'&0. 30 GeV'); (ii) assumed that
each of the three contributions to the C, -IN data had
the same K K' decay angular distribution in the
peak as in the control region; (iii) assumed that
the» w' X contribution in each category [(b) or
(c)] separately in the C „-IN data had the same
m m" decay angular distributions as did the
corresponding C „-OUT data. The decay mo-
ments were then calculated for four data samples:
(1) C, -IN events passing the peak cut; (2) C, -IN
events in the control region; (3) C, -OUT category
(b) events passing the peak cut; (4) C, -OUT
category (c) events passing the peak cut. We ob-
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E. Corrections for deuterium effects 2000

Several effects due to the use of a deuteron tar-
get had to be taken into account to obtain data on
reaction (2) from measurements of 7r'd-K K'pp, .

As mentioned in Sec. IIB, vetoing by the specta-
tor proton was at the &1% level and no correction
was made for this effect.

The effects of liquid-deuterium density (0.1642
g/cm') [vs liquid hydrogen (0.0708g/cm')] on inter-
action rate and on absorption of outgoing particles
were taken into account appropriately.

Pauli-exclusion-principle effects arise at small
t due to the presence of two protons in the final
state. A correction factor [1—S(6)/3] ' has been
applied" "to all the moments, where S(b, ) is the
deuteron form factor- (b,' = —t ). This correction is
appropriate for all but the nucleon-helicity-nonf lip
cross sections for natural-parity exchange, which
should vanish as t-t;„by angular momentum con-
servation" and thus contribute little in the t range
where S(b, ) is large.

An earlier experiment" with the same apparatus
measured m P -m w'n and m'n-~ m'P in the p' re-
gion in order to study p-(d interference in the
~ m' mass spectra. By charge symmetry, these
two reactions should have identical cross sections
for m m' masses away from the ~ mass, allowing
a check on the analysis method for deuterium tar-
get data. After the above Pauli-exclusion-prin-
ciple correction was applied, the cross sections
agreed to better than 5%. Empirically, it was
found that a Qlauber screening correction was not
needed, although a 3% Glauber correction also
gave acceptable agreement. From Ref. 24, one
might expect an effect of &5%; we have applied
no screening correction to reaction (2) and esti-
mate the possible normalization error due to ne-
glect of spectator-proton vetoing and Glauber
screening is less than 5%.

III. RESULTS

The final moments for reactions (1) and (2),
corr ected for backgrounds, are shown in Figs. 4
to 21 as functions of M and t in the t-channel
frame. " The sums and differences of the mo-
ments for reactions (1) and (2) are also shown.
The results for reaction (1) are in agreement with
our earlier, lower-statistics study. ' The cross
sections for reactions (1) and (2) for mass&1600
MeV and -t&0.4 GeV' are 21.5 p, b and 28.2 p, b,
respectively, with common systematic normali-
zation uncertainty of +10% and relative uncertainty
a 5%.

As mentioned in Sec. I, in the limit that the only
K K" states are those produced by one-pion ex-
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change (OPE), o,„„,(Y,dd)
= 0 and o„., (Y,„,„)= 0;

Figs. 4 to 21 show this behavior as an approxi-
mate general trend, but significant deviations
abound, indicating some production of odd-G-
parity K K' states, especially away from t =0.
For example, the cross section for reaction (2),
cr'(Y'„), is larger than that for reaction (1),
0 (Y', ), for all M&1350 Me+, -(&0,4 Gey2
shown in Fig. 4.

We also note that the en= 0 moments dominate
over those with m=1, while the m= 2 moments are
generally smaller still. These general features
have been observed' in studies of w m+ systems
produced by OPE in m p-m m'n, for -t&0.15 QeV'.

The moments calculated and shown in Figs. 4 to
21 are those which previous experience' ' ' with
m m+ and K E+ systems has shown to be different
from zero, namely, m ~ 2 up to l = 4 and m ~ 1 for
l=5 to 7. The m=2 moments (Y', ) are omitted
for l & 5 since the spin &3 amplitudes responsible
for these moments are only significant at high I,
where limited statistics preclude observing such
small effects as ni = 2 moments.

The slopes 8 of o(Y', ) and o(Y40) resulting from
Ae ' fits to these moments for various mass
ranges and -t ~0.2 QeV' are shown in Table I and
Fig. 22. As was found in Ref. 1, the slope 8, of
o (Y,') decreases from 16 GeV ' near threshold
to 9 GeV ' at 1500 MeV.
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The slopes B', of the v'(1",) t distributions are
both consistent with the OPE slope of -12 GeV '
in the 1200 &M&1400 MeV region, where the f
meson dominates the D waves. In the range 1450
&M&1500 MeV, f' A2O interference, -which is con-
structive in rea, ction (1), ca.uses B, & B„'.

The slope B', of o'(1",) is consistently less than
B, for M~1400 MeV. Since the D-wave contri-
butions have the same slopes in this region

(B, =B',), and since the p wave is small, S-wave
interference must be the main cause for the dif-
ference in slopes, B', &B, , over the entire range
from threshold to 1400 MeV.

Because the spin of resonances on the leading
meson trajectories increases with mass, the high-
order moments become important only at higher
masses. Centrifugal-barrier effects (discussed
in Sec. IV 8) also suppress high-spin effects at
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TABLE I. Slopes Bz' from fits of the form o''(YQ =A~esi~', where i= —,+ refers to reactions
(1) and (2). L=O or 4 refers to the cross section or F4 moment. Note that the mass range
containing the Q meson (1010&M& 1030 MeV) has been omitted.

M (Mev) -t (GeV~) Bo (GeV ~) Bo (GeV B4 (GeV ') B4 (GeV )

988-1010
1030-1060
1060-1100
1100-1150
1150-1200
1200-1250
1250-1300
1300-1350
1350-1400
1400-1450
1450-1500

0.020-0.20
0.020-0.20
0.020-0.20
0.012-0.20
0.014—0.20
0.020-0.20
0.022-0.20
0.026-0.20
0.030-0.20
0.034-0.20
0.042-0.20

16.2 + 0.8
15.9+ 0.4
14.3+ 0.3
14.2 + 0.3
14.6+ 0.3
13.7 + 0.3
13.1+0.3
11.3+ 0.3
10.7 + 0.3
9.8 + 0.4
8.0+ 0.6

10.8~ 1.3
11.9+ 0.6
10.6+ 0.5
10.9~ 0.5
10.3 + 0.5
9.8+ 0.4
8.3+ 0.4
8.7 + 0.5
7.7 + 0.6
9.1+0.9
7.5+ 1.2

11.7+ 0.9
12.8+ 0.8
11.6+ 0.9
10.5+ 1.1
9.0+ 1.3
4,7 + 1.4

11.5 + 2.0
9.5+ 1.7

11.7 + 1.9
9.3 + 2.7

14.1+ 4.7
15.1+6.0

low mass. But at high masses the spectromet'er
acceptance deteriorates, causing both poor sta-
tistics and potential systematic bias in extraction
of high-order moments. Constraining the l ~6 mo;
ments to be consistent with zero below 1600 MeV
had negligible effect on the moments, so the an-
alysis in Sec. IV is unaffected by the treatment of
the high-order moments.

IV. DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the gross features of our
small-t data are as expected for one-pion ex-

o B

~ Bo

io-"

5—
CV
I

I

o B4

10 — B 4

change, and are similar to those seen in m p
-m m'n. The w m'n data have been interpreted""
as production via large nucleon-helicity flip, m = 0,
pion exchange amplitudes L," (where L = S, P, D, I,
G, . . . for. s w' systems of spins 0, 1, 2, 2, 4, . . . ).
Small m =1 amplitudes occur, of approximately
equal magnitude for both natural- and unnatural-
parity exchange. These are L, and L, respec-
tively, with L being dominantly L "from a @-

exchange cut contribution, 180 out of phase with
Lo". In this manner, for example, we have
a(Y',~) cc

~ L,"~' large and positive, o(Y,'~)
~ Re(L„"Lp*) small and negative, approximately a
reduced-magnitude mirror image of o(Y~O~), while

cr(Y,'~) ~ )L (' —)L, ['=0. In Table II we list the
o(YP) for I~6 and m & 2 in terms of contributions
from amplitudes with spin L & 3 and m ~ 1, as well
as the o(Y,") in terms of F-G interferences. Note
that the identification of the amplitudes with def-
inite natural- or unnatural-parity exchange is ex-
act only asymptotically as s-~.

In this section, we will not attempt an amplitude
analysis, but will confine our discussion to those
features of the da'ta which can be directly inter-
preted. Since, at a given mass, the effects of the
highest-spin amplitude that is significantly pre-
sent are the most obvious and interpretable (see
Table II), we will begin our discussion in Sec.
IV A with an analysis of the Y4 moment, where we
study the D -wave amplitudes. We then consider
the P waves in Sec. IV B and the S waves in Sec.
IV C.

0
1000

I i I

I 200 1400

MKK (MeV)
I

I600

FIG. 22. Slopes Bz of t distributions of o. ~ (7 ~ ) as
functions of M for reactions (1) and (2); the slopes are
those given by the exponential fits (over the range
-t & 0.20 GeV2) shown in Table I.

A. D-wave effects

We have studied" the tensor mesons in reac-
tions (1) and (2) by means of the Y', moment,
which is dominated by the f meson for M&1500
MeV and -t&0.20 GeV'. There are in general
10 D-wave amplitudes for each of the produced
tensor mesons: five meson helicity states (m)
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TABLE II. The moments 0.&Y,~) in terms of the amplitudes Lp, L and L defined in the
text. In these expressions, we use the convention that AB = Re(AB ) and an implicit summa-
tion over nucleon helicity indices is implied: AB =—Re(A ' B ' *)+Re(A"~ 'I'B"~ ' *). We
also use the convention A = (A( = ~Af"~( + ~A"~ "~(

o'(Yo)=S& +Po +P +P„+Do +D +D, +F0 +F +F,

cr&Y)) = 2$pPp+ 1.789PpDp+ 1.549(P D + P,D,)+ 1.757DpFp+ 1.656(D E + D,F,)
0 & Y( ) = 1.414$pP + 1 .096PpD —0,633P Dp —1.014DpE —1.434D Fp

0-&Y2) =0,894Pp 0 447(P + P )+ 0,639Dp + 0.319(D + D )+ 0 596Ep + 0.44'7(F + F )

+ 2$pDp+ 1.757PpFp+ 1 .434(P E + P F )

o &Yg) = 1.414$pD + 1.096PpP + 1.171PpE —0.717P Ep+ 0.452DpD + 0.298EpE

0.&Y2) = 0.548(P —P )+ 0.391(D —D, )+ 0.365(F —E ) —0.293(P E —P E,)
0 & Y3) = 2$pFp+ 1,757PpDp 1,014(P D + P+D+) + 1.193DpEp+ 0,422 (D F + D+F+)

1,414$pF + 1,171PpD + 1 .014P Dp+ 0,633DpF + 0,298D Ep

0.926(P D -P,D,)+ 0.578(D E —D,F,)

1.746PpFp —1.069(P E + PIE+)+ 0.857Dp —0.571(D + D, )+ 0.601Fp + 0.091(F + E, )

0 & Y4) = 0 414PoE-+ 0.976P Fp+ 1.107DoD-+ 0.498FoF-

0-&Y,') =

0.845(E„P —F+P,)+ 0.452(D —D, )+ 0.288(E —E, )

1.699DpEp —1.201(D F + D F )

0 &Y5) =1.140DpF + 1.075D Ep

0 &Y25) = 0.871(D E —D,E,)
0&Y6)=0 840Eo —0 630(F- +F ')

o.
& Y6) = 1,112EpF

~&Y') =0 431(E ' F ')

o(Yi) = 1.672EOGO —1.295(E G + E,G,)

a'(Yv ) = 1.131EOG.+ 1.095E Go

0 &Yv) = 0.848(E G —E,G,)

for each of two nucleon helicity states (A.}. Of the

f, f', andA, ', only the f meson's production mech-
anisms are currently well understood" (pion ex-
change dominates at small t), so an analysis al-
lowing for the effects of all 10 amplitudes is need-
ed. To the extent that the mass dependence is the
same for each of the 10 amplitudes for a given
resonance (each of the 10 of course having its own
overall magnitude and production phase), we can
exploit the mass dependence to extract from the
Y4 moment the contributions from each resonance
and the several interferences among resonances.
For the dominant f meson, this is known to be a
good approximation, since f production is domi-
nated by asingle amplitude, I.. . while the small L '

amplitude aris es from an absorptive cut whose
strength is mass&iependent. 8'9 Forthe f' andA,'no
direct information is available on the mass depend-
ence of individual amplitudes. In what follows, we as-
sume that all significant amplitudes fo-r a given
resonance have the same mass dependence, name-
ly, the D-wave Breit-Wigner decay amplitude

8;(M) (Ref. 27) for the ith tensor meson, while the
production amplitude A," (t) contains the t de-
pendence. " Then the total amplitude for produc-
tion of a K K'n final state (h., m) is D " (M, t)
=PA; "(t)B;(M). The most general contribution
of the three tensor mesons to o (Y', ) is

The nine mass functions F„(M) are given in Table
III and are shown in Fig. 23; the Q, (t ) functions
are linear combinations of terms of the form
Re(A ™(t}A;(t)*] or Im(A, (t)A,. (t)*].

With the addition to Eq. (5) of a 10th term, for
the g-meson contribution at high masses, we can
fit" a (Y', ) (and simultaneously o'(Y', ), with sign
changes of appropriate Q, ) for masses M& 1750
MeV. The results of fits to our data, shown as
functions of M in broad t bands, are given in
Table III and are shown in Fig. 13. Each I, inter-
val was fitted independently, with o (Y,') and
o'(Y', ) being fitted simultaneously using 12 free
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Z, (M)/2M

Q~ (gb/GeV)
—t range —t range
0.08-0.20 0.20-0.40

GeV~ GeV~

TABLE III. Parameters determined from the fits de-
scribed in the text. B~ is a Breit-Wigner form for spin
3 (Mg 1713 MeV, I'~ = 228 MeV) . tNote that the factors
2M in the P&(M) convert from d 0/dtdM to d cr/dtdM;
see, e.g. , Appendix A of Ref. 28.] The error on a given
parameter corresponds to the change which increases

by 1 when the remaining 11 parameters are reopti-
mized.

2M[8, (M}f

2MI8, ,(M j I

2MI8„(M) I

( )

2MRe(B, B, )

2MRe( B,B„),

I I I

UNLIKE
ISOS PIN

Re (B&B~&.)

Re(B&B&)

Re(B,.B„)

Im(BfBy.)

Im(B,B„*)

Im (Bf.Bg)

4.02 + 0.14

0.08 + 0.08

0.04~ 0.07

-1.40 + 0.25

-0.39~ 0.15

-0.59+ 0.22

0.24~ 0.21

0.43 + 0.20

-1.00 + 0.30

6.68 + 1.20

1.04+ 0.06

0.06+ 0.03

-0.08 + 0.03

-0.08 + 0.13

0.18+ 0.06

-0.09+ 0.12

0.48 + O.I6

-0.36+ 0.14

-0.21+0.07

2.23 + 0.38

Mf. (Mev)

I'f. (MeV)

X'/DF

1506+ 6

70+ 12

49.1/44

1510+13

55+ 19

52.4/44

parameters: the coefficients of the nine D-wave
terms, the g-meson term, and the f ' mass and

width. Figure 24 shows the individual contri-
butions to v,„(Y', ) and cr„., (Y,') for 0.08& —f & 0.20
GeV'. For the interference terms the notation is
such that, e.g. , fA, is the sum of the Re(B&B„*)
and Im(B&B„*)terms (multiplied by 2 since sum
and difference get equal-sized terms from each
of o and o'). A number of conclusions can be
drawn.
f—KK brancking ~atio. We have calculated the

f-KK branching ratio by comparing Qz(K K'), the
coefficientof ~B& ~'inthefitstoo'(Y4), to Qz(n v'),
the analogous coefficientfrom afittoourm p-m m'n

data from an earlier experiment"; the m w+ ex-
periment was performed with the same apparatus
and at the same beam momentum. Both the m m'

and K K" data were fitted in the range 0.08&-t
&0.40 GeV'; terms in Eq. (5) involving f' or A. ,'
were set equal to zero in fitting the m w' data.
o(Y', ) for the v m' data, along with the fitted curve,
is shown in Fig. 25. After including a +10% rela-
tive normalization uncertainty between the m w+

and K K' experiments, we found (f-K K'/f-w m')

= (3.5 +0 4P/o, leadi.ngto (f-KK/f-all) = (3.8+ 0.4%,
where we have used" (f-ww/f-all) =0.81 +0.01 and
the isospin relations for the I=0f meson, K K"/

2M Im(B B&~)

2MXm(B B ),
2M Im{B,B )

UNLIKE
ISOSP IN

I000
I

I@00
I

I800

FIG. 23. The mass functions defined in Table III and

Eq. (5). The vertical scales are arbitrary.

200

loo—
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- loo

l00
(b)

CV
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l000

I

i@00

M„„(MeV}
l800

FIG. 24. The contributions to (a) v3iim (Y4) and {b)
0 (f'f (Y 4 ) for 0 .08 & —t & 0.20 6eV, resulting from the fit
described in the text. The )A2~

t contribution to the fit is
negligibly small and is not displayed.

KK= ,' and x m'-/»=3. This is the first deter-
mination of the f-KK branching ratio which has
quantitatively accounted for both f ' and A,'effects
and used K K' and w m' data taken with the same
apparatus at the same beam momentum. The an-
alyses had many elements in common, minimizing
various potential systematic errors (such as over-
all normalization) in this measurement of the
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branching ratio. Our result for (f-KK/f-all)
can be compared with the SU(3) prediction" of
3.3%, the world average" of (2.7 +0.6) /o, and a
recent determination by Wetzel et al. ' of (2.4
+0.5)%. This latter determination was based on
an analysis of the reaction w P-K's K'sn at 8.9
GeV/c; the values for o(Y',) from that experiment
agree extremely well with our values for e'(Y4)
in the f mass region (after correcting for the
K~E~n. final state and the measured energy de-
pendence' of p„i, '). The difference between their
branching ratio and our result may be related to
the fact that their determination relied on a one-
pion exchange model with absorption, rather than
a direct comparison with f-w w'.

f-A,'interference. This term is sizable only for
-t&0.20 GeV'. The f-A,' relative production phase
of (63',",) implied by the fit for -t&0.20 GeV'
agrees with the prediction by Irving and Michael"
of -70; their prediction is based on model ampli-
tudes derived from duality and vector-meson pro-
duction studies. For -t~0.20 GeV', this term is
much less important than f'-A,' interference, des-
pite the dominance of the f in the total cross sec-
tion; therefore f ' and A,' production must have
important contributions that are coherent with one
another but which are incoherent with the f, i.e.,
production amplitudes (A., m) different from those
responsible for f production. This is consistent
with a model"" in which small-t A,' production is
dominated by nucleon-helicity-nonflip Z(J = 2 )
exchange, giving an amplitude D", ""'"incoherent
with dominant D"," OPE amplitude of the f. At

larger t, B exchange becomes an important mech-
anism for A,' production, contributing to D„, so
f -A,' interference becomes detectable. From Ref.
28, we expect ~fA2*(/)f (' to be 2 to 3 times lar-
ger at -t-0.3 GeV' than at -t -0.1 GeV', consis-
tent with our obsezvation.

To get a feeling for the relative amount of small-
t A,' production by the D,""amplitude, we have ex-
trapolated (as p, „') the 4-GeV/c w'n Ap dat-a of
Emms et al. ,

" who determined [Do(' = ~DO")'

+ ~DO'"""~'. For 0.08& —t&0.20 GeV', an f A,'-
contribution to o (Y', ) of 39+ 15 p.b GeV ' (aver-
aged over 1300&M& 1400 MeV) would be implied
if A,' production were purely flip with the phase
predicted by Ref. 28, . The values given in Table
III and displayed in Fig. 24 give a contribution of
-5+3 p, b GeV '. Thus, the amount of D,"'"for A2
production may be quite small in the region -t
& 0.20 GeV' compared to D",'" ", contrary to the
assumption made by Emms et al." In the same
M and t range, an ~A2 ~' contribution of & 15 pb
GeV ' is expected, compared to the very small
value of 0.5+ 0.9 p, b QeV ' found by our fits. This
difference may result from the increasing relative

importance of natural-parity exchange with energy.
f' mass and width o. (Y,') exhibits a striking

interference pattern near 1500 MeV due to inter-
ferenee of the narrow f' with the slowly varying
high-mass tails of the f and A,' Breit-Wigner am-
plitudes. Our fits, which yield M~ =1506+5 MeV
and Iz t = 66 + 10 MeV, '~ explicitly take interference
effects into account in measuring the f ' param
eters. The currently accepted values" of Mf.
=1516+3 MeV and If =40+10 MeV may be sys-
tematically in error owing to the neglect of in-
terferenee effects" in previous f' studies using
the reactions KN-KKA, KKZ'. Table IV shows
our results and those of several recent KN-KKA,
KKZ' experiments, "'"as well as the previous
world average values. " These recent experi-
ments taken together favor a significantly greater
width than the most recent Particle Data Group
average. "
f' A2 interj-erence. As shown in Fig. 24, f' A2-

interference is as large an effect as f f' inter--
ference in the -t region 0.08 to 0.20 GeV'. This
is somewhat surprising since the f-K K' cross
section in the f ' mass region is about 10 times
that of the A', . Apparently there is considerable
coherence between the f ' and A,' amplitudes, in
contrast to the small f -A,' eoherenee.

nonet mixing angle and f'-ww branching ratj p

f f' interferenc-e is significant for -t &0.40 GeV'.
The crudely determined t dependence of Re(BfB~*.)
is compatible with an OPE production mechanism

(i.e., e"' for t&0.20 G-eV') for that part of the f'
amplitude coherent with the f amplitude. In the
OPE-dominated range 0.08& -t &0.20 GeV', the
fit to o' (Y4) implies an f-f' relative production
phase of (170+ 10); consistent with OPE which
allows either 0 or 180 . The 180 value deter-
mines' "the 2 nonet mixing angle to be (in the
limit that the AX content of the f ' does not couple
to ww) less than the ideal angle of arctan(1/v 2 )
=35.26 . In the same limit, the value of the
f -ww branching ratio found below implies a mix-
ing angle of (32.5 + 0.5); via the relation" tan'(0

~ ideal ) gf z ~ /gf, „'. The mass formulas also
give values somewhat less than ideal for this mix-
ing angle, (29+2)' for the linear mass formula
and (31+2) for the quadratic. "

Following arguments given by Beusch et al. ,"if
the f' were produced only by OPE, then the Breit-
%igner squared terms would be related to the
branching ratios by

(f KK/f -all)(f-ww/f-all)
(f'-KK/f '-all)(f '-ww/f '-all)
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Equation (6) can be solved for (f'-ww/f'-all); all
other quantities are known. We use the (f-KK/f
-all) value determined above, the estimate of
(f-KK/f'-all)=0. 70 of Ref. 30, and the Particle
Data Group" value of (f-ww/f-all) =0.81 a 0.01.
Qz and Mz are taken from the best fit to the 0.08
& -t(0.20-GeV' data. '

Q&. for pure OPE is deduced
from Q~ and Q~~. since Q~. from the fit includes
non-OPE contributions as noted above. Schemati-
«Iy, I fopE I'= IRe(ff'*)/1. If I cos(q +

—
y& )j'

uation (6) then yields" (f '-ww/f '-all) = (1 2 ~ 0.4Ffo.
This branching ratio exceeds the upper limit of

0.9% obtained in a, similar analysis by Beusch
et al. ' of their w p Kw-Kwn data at 8.9 GeV/c.
Their data are consistent with our results for re-
action (2), but the dominant f ' effects, namely the
f-f' and f' -A,' interferences, tend to cancel one
another in these reactions. Our analysis depends
on having results from both reactions (1) and (2),
so that the f-f ' interference term can be separa-
ted from the f '-A,' term. The best existing direct
measurements of f' -ww yield. ed upper limits of
6% (90% CL) (Ref. 14) from a comparison of
w w'A/Z' and K K'A/Z' final states in K P inter-
actions and 2.5% (95/0 CL) (Ref. 15) from a, com-
parison of K p-m m'A and K P-K~K~A.

The suppression off'- ww is analogous to the sup-
pression of Q -pw: Q and f ' are both XX states in
the quark model and nonstrange decays are sup-
pressed according to the Iizuka-Okubo-Zweig
rule. " Following Beusch et alt'. ' and Samios
et ~l."we estimate

g,.„' I'(f'- ww)M, , q„(M, )

g,„,' I (f-ww )m, q, ( VS, )

b
+-

1500

1000—

500—

I

1000 1200

M, (Mev)

I

1400

3~p Cont rary to the Beus ch conc 1us ion that
g~ '/gz„' &8+, , we do not find much stronger
suppression of f'-ww than of p-pw.

%e emphasize that the conclusions about the
f '-ww branching ratio and 2" nonet mixing angle
depend crucially on the assumption that f f' in-
terference for t&0.20 -GeV' is due entirely to the
OPE mechanism and that f production is domi-
nated by OPE. Note that if both OPE and non-
OPE mechanisms contribute to the f' amplitude
coherent with the f (i.e. , to D,""), then our f-f'
interference measurement cannot be interpreted
even in the sense of a limit on f'-ww, since the
OPE and non-OPE contributions to D,"'~ could a
priori have an arbitrary relative phase.

FIG. 25. 0(Y4) vs M for the reaction ~ p 7I 7t+ys at
6 GeV/c and for 0.08 & —t & 0.40 GeV~. The curve results
from the Breit-Wigner f-meson fit described in the text
(y~/DF of 34.4/16).

= 0.0024+ 0.0008 .
This is of the same order as the ratio g&z '/g z,

'
happ

estimated by Gaillard, Lee, and Hosne r."
In fact, for beam momenta of 5 to 6 GeV/c, the
ratio o(w p-Qn)/g(w p-vn) is found"' "to be

B. P-wave effects

P-wave amplitudes in K K" appear to be rela-
tively small, and their effects are for the most
part observed as interferences with the large
I= 0 S- and D-wave amplitudes. An exception is

TABLE IV. Mass and width values for the f' from several sources. Note that the results of
Refs. 14 and 15 have not been included in the Particle Data Group averaging procedure as yet.

Source

Particle, Data Group (Ref. 13)

Brandenburg et al. (Ref. 14)

ACNO collaboration (Ref. 15)
(Z,oZ,oA data)

ACNO collaboration (Ref. 15}
(Z-Z'A data)

This experiment

Mf. (MeV)

1516+3

1527 2 3

1522+ 6

1520+ 13

1506+ 5

r, (MeV)

40+ 10

62+14

66+ 10

f-f '-Az interference
effects included ~

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
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(qq, (q, a, ) ) (8)

with arbitrary normalization n and using R&=3.5
QeV ', the same value used for R&.'" The over-
all p-f production phase was assumed to be 0',
the SU(3) value. "'" The data are well described
by this prescription, as shown by the curve in
Fig. 10(j).

We can quantitatively check the SU(3) prediction~4
for the magnitude of p-K K', namely, n= —,

'
by

comparing p finterference in -K K'N to that in
our companion w w+n experiment. " For K K'N,
the p finterference con-tribution in reactions (1)
and (2) is given by —,'a„,(Y,') for low masses. We
could find the ratio A= pf(K K')/p f(w w'-) im---
mediately if (r,„(Y,'), the moment for w p-w w'n,

were due only to p finterference; ho-wever o„(Y,')
shows' a significant f-g interference contri-

bution. Empirically, for the region 1040 &M„„

the Q meson, which is well localized in mass and

only becomes prominent at large -t values. ""
(()) meson. Figure 3 shows several hundred

wN-PN events in the raw event spectra for re-
actions (1) and (2). The Q has a very broad t de-
pendence, "-e"", and as shown in Fig. 4 only
becomes prominent in 0,„(Y,') for -t~0.20 GeV'.
Referring to Table II and Fig. 9, we see that the
negative values of (r,„(Y',) in the P bin (1010
& M& 1030 MeV) for t& 0.0-8 GeV' imply a signi-
ficant natural-parity-exchange production ampli-
tude, P„p exchange is one obvious candidate for
such a mechanism.

Referring again to Table II, we see that the pos-
itive signal in g,„(Y,) is due to S -Q interfer-
ence, with the OPE-produced S* interfering con-
structively with a P,"" (t)-production amplitude;
here 8 exchange is an obvious possible mech-
anism. Fits to the mass spectra yielding details
on Q production from this experiment have been
published elsewhere. "

I=1 P suave. The low-mass I=1 P wave is ob-
served via its interference with the S (in (r«( Y', ),
Fig. 5) and with the f (in od, , (Y', ) and ad, „(YS),
Figs. 5 and 10). Morgan" has shown that this P
wave is consistent with the tail of the p' decaying
into K K', with a pKK coupling that agrees with
SU(3), particularly as regards the sign. We have
fitted (rd;„(Y,') for -t&0.08 GeV' to p finterfer--
ence, forM&1450 MeV. At small t OPE domi-
nates and for M& 1450 MeV contributions from the

g should be small. We used our standard Breit-
Wigner form for the f and took the Roos" param-
eterization of the ~ w' P wave, corrected for
K K" phase space and barrier factors, '

3/2P""VC-K") =~P" (w-w')0 ~ 0

where yf (M) is the mass-dependent f branching
ratio:

( ) (f Kqq )-(q 'q„(qq, ))'
+= Mf

D, (q„R~)D,.(qw(Mg) R~)
D, (qw Rt )D,(q, (Mr)R~ )

The branching ratio is that measured in this ex-
periment (Sec. 1V A above). For the M region cen-
tered on 1100 MeV, using R&-—3.5 GeV „' and allow-
ing Rz the values 0 to~ we obtain the limits

~ thcor (12)

with a a 10% overall uncertainty riot shown. A
value of R~ =3.5 QeV ' would imply', h...=0.019.
At a level of 1.3 standard deviations, A„~ implies
R

p
~3.5 GeV ' (-0.7 Fermi), so the SU(3) pre-

diction and a conventional value of the effective
interaction radius successfully predict the rela-
tive pKK vs pm~ couplings.

I=0 P waue. Apart from the (t, no I=0 P wave-
state coupling to K K" is known (Emms et al. ,"
in their experiment on r'n-r'n m'p, found no evi-
dence for an I=0 P wave, other than the (d, which
is so narrow and so far below K K' threshold that
we ignore it). If, by analogy with p finterfer--
ence, we use the f as a probe for an I=O P, ~ am-
plitude, we should study (r,„(Y,'), Fig. 10. This
moment is consistent with zero for —t&0.20 GeV'
andM&1200 MeV, and shows a systematic trend
to be small and positive for 1200&M& 1500 MeV.
For -t& 0.20 GeV', the small amount of f-A,' in-
terference found in Sec. IV A suggests. that the
contributions of p-A,', A,' g, and f-(d(1670)-inter-
ferences to (r,„(E",) will be small; whether they
will suffice to explain the small signal for 1200
&M& 1500 MeV, or whether an I= 0 P-wave state

& 1160 MeV, correcting for f g-interference in

(r„(Y,') means using the relation p f(-w w')
=(1.35+0.20)o,„(Y,'). K K'N data have no such
effect because the g-K K' tail is severely damped
relative to the g-& &' low-mass tail; see Ref. 42
and Sec. IV A. Finally we can determine the ex-
perimental value,

A,„,= 2o'd f(Y,')/(1. 35 + 0.20)(r „,(Y30)

=0.029 +0.008,

where the uncertainty includes a+10% relative
normalization uncertainty between the K K"N and
w w'n experiments. The SU(3) prediction for A,
A,„„„including phase space and barrier factors, 4'

&S

3/2 D(q R ) )/~
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interfering with the f will be required is a ques-
tion whose resolution must await a detailed mo-
del-dependent analysis of the K K" data.

I 000

o 7T P

~ 7T ll

C. S-wave effects

I.om ma-ss S evaves. a(Y,'), in Fig. 4, shows the
mell-known near-threshold enhancement, long as-
cribed to the S*, an I=O S-wave state" coupling
strongly to both mm and KK and produced via OPE.
For M~1100 MeV, the non-S-wave contributions
to the cross section are known' to be small: the
P-wave Q meson and tail of the p', and the D
wave low-mass tails of the f and A,' resonances.
However o,e(Y,') clearly shows a large difference
between reactions (1) and (2}; for the three t
ranges shown in Fig. 4 the ratio o'/o increases
as -t increases. Figure 26 shows the f, distribu-
tions for two mass cuts, while Table V gives
slopes and intercepts from exponential fits to the
data of Fig. 26.

An explanation of this difference is that there
are two S-wave amplitudes at low M, one with
I=O and the other with I=1. The I=O amplitude
is presumably the S* with QPE t dependence,
-e"', while the I=1 amplitude appears to have
a much less steep t dependence. To produce
the difference between the two reactions at
-t=0.2 GeV', this I=1 amplitude must have a
component with the same nucleon-helicity-flip
behavior as the S* and magnitude & 20% of the S*.

Since o,„and o„,have similar mass dependences
(in each case, a fast rise from threshold to a
plateau), both the I=0 and I= 1 S waves must rise
sharply from threshold. This suggests that the
I= 1 S wave be identified with the 0'(970) state,
which couples strongly to rpr and KK and exhibits a
threshold enhancement in KK, as discussed by
Flatte" in a recent analysis of data" on 5 pro-
duction. The S* and 5 are known to have similar
KK mass dependences; see, e.g. , Refs. 45-47.

S-wave enhancement under the f meson. Anew
KK S-wave state with mass 1255+5 MeV and width
79 +10 MeV was reported by Cason et al. , ' in a
recent experiment which studied reaction (2 },
w p-KeK', n, at 6 and 7 GV/ec. The mass and
width were deterguned from one'of two phase-
shift solutions by using the phase variation with

100—

g. e

o X, 1050& M &1100 MeV

IOO—

b
CV

&i+

0
It

IO—
M & IOIO MeV

I

0.4
l

O. I

I

0 0.30.2

-1 (GeV )

FIG. 26. o (Yo) vs t for reactions (1) and (2) in two M
ranges at low M. The lines are the result of exponential
fits described in the text and in Table U.

mass given by the S-D interference in the Y,' mo-
ment for -t & 0.2 GeV'. Measurement of reaction
(2) alone does not determine the isospin I of the
S wave. %bile Cason e«~. suggest that the effect
has I=1, we find" that the isospin is zero and that
the more slowly varying phase solution is pre-
ferred, not the rapidly varying Breit-signer-type
solution which yielded the above values for the
mass and width.

w the region -t&0.08 GeV', OPE dominates the
cross section and in Secs. IVA and IVB we demon-
strated our understanding of the small-t P and D
waves for masses M&1450 MeV. In this restricted
M and t region, we can reliably subtract from
a~+Y o) [Fig. 4(g)] the non -S-wave contributions,

TABLE V. Parameters from least-squares fits to t distributions at. low mass. The eight
data points for 0.02 & -t& 0.24 GeV are fitted with the two-parameter form d o/dtdM=Ae
with six degrees of freedom.

M (MeV)
Reaction (1)

A (pb/GeV~) B (GeV ) X

Reaction (2)
A (pb/GeV~) B (GeV )

&1010
1030—1100

444+ 24
476+ 9

16.1+0.6
14.8+ 0.2

7.9
10.7

373+ 41
515+ 17

10.56 0.9
10.9+0.3

5.4
5.0
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PEG. 27. The 8-v ave contributions to o,„~ (F () ) at small.
t, for M & 1450 MeV, resulting from the subtraction pro-
cedure described in the text.

leaving

g,„(l",') = 2(!I= 0 S wave! '+!I= 1 8wave!') .
The f, f', and I= 1 P wave were assumed to have
the absorbed OPE production mechanism which is
well known, while the A,' contribution was an ex-
trapolation (as P„b') of the 4-GeV/c data of Emms
et al." Below 1450 MeV, spin ~3 effects are
negligible. The result of the subtraction is shown
in Fig. 27. The error bars shown are just the
statistical errors on o,„(I",), since the smooth
mass dependence of the subtraction introduced no
point-to-point jitter. The S* peak below 1100 MeV
is clearly exhibited, as well as a second peak of
mass -1300 MeV and width -150 MeV. Note that
S wave accounts for nearly half of the cross sec-
tion at 1300 MeV. The systematic uncertainty in
o&, (Y,') is about +10% at 1300 MeV.

The 1", moments for all three reactions (1 to 3)
are very similar at small momentum transfer, as
shown in Fig. 7. Below 1200 MeV these moments
are dominated by a negative S-D interference,
while above 1200 MeV the positive !D!'term from
the f meson becomes dominant. For -t & 0.08
GeV' the S-D interference seen in Y,' near 1200
MeV is about three times larger in the sum spec-
trum than in the difference spectrum. Since the
D-wave cross section is mainly I=0 at small t,
the Y,' moments suggest that the I=O part of the
S-wave cross section shown in Fig. 27 is of order
10 times the I=1 contribution.

To investigate this in more detail, we have used
the same assumptions as those made in Ref. 5 to
perform an amplitude analysis" of the E. E' sys-
tem produced in reactions (1) and (2) for -t

«0.08 GeV'. For each reaction there is a four-
fold ambiguity in the partial-wave amplitudes, two
solutions giving the S-wave enhancement near
1300 MeV, and the remaining pair giving a large
P-wave amplitude in this region. The latter solu-
tions can be rejected in a model-independent way
for reaction (2), since they are incompatible"'
with the results from reaction (3).

By choosing the P-wave solution to be that ex-
pected theoretically, we can resolve the remaining
ambiguities. As discussed above, the P wave is
consistent with the tail of the p' decaying into
K K", with a pKK coupling that agrees with SU(3),
including the sign. Only one of the ambiguous sol-
utions corresponds to the SU(3) prediction, and the
others can all be rejected since they result in very
different P-wave amplitudes. The one remaining
solution was used to calculate the S-wave cross
section shown in Fig. 27 and leads to a dominantly
I=0 S wave with values of !yD —yz! in good agree-
ment with those found by Cason et al. ' It further
resolves the ambiguity of the sign of the difference
between y~ and cp~ in favor of the slow steady
variation of the S-wave phase shown by "solution
2" of Cason gI, al. Since other solutions do not
give the P-wave behavior expected, we conclude
that the solution with a large I=0 S wave and slow-
ly varying phase is by far the preferred solution.

In their amplitude analysis Cason et al. found a
relatively shallow f; dependence for the S-wave
cross section, a slope of 3.7+0.8 GeV ' in the
mass range 1.22 to 1.32 QeV, compared with
11.9+1.2 GeV ' for the D wave. This was used
to argue that OPE was not important for the S-
wave enhancement, and that it therefore had odd-
G parity and I=i. The cross sections for our two
reactions (1) and (2) show a difference in slope in-
dicating that both I= 0 and I= 1 waves are impor-
tant at large I [Fig. 4 (j)-(1), Fig. 22, and Fig. 28].
Since the o (Y', ) moments do not show a differ-
ence, this is not aD-wave effect, but is primarily
due to interference in the S-wave amplitudes. The
slope of the S-wave cross section observed in any
one reaction is then difficult to interpret, since it
is due to a coherent sum of the I= 0 and I=1 am-
plitudes. The interpretation of the slope is further
complicated by the fact that the assumptions re-
quired for the amplitude analysis may not be valid
at large I where terms other than OPE (e.g. , 2,'
production) can become important. The t de-
pendence of the negative S;, D interference in

(1",), where the negative signal near 1200 MeV
becomes less prominent at large t, is consistent
(in the limit that the f dominates the D wave) with
OPE-like t dependence for the I=0 S wave. On
the other hand, o~,, (Y,'), with a slope B-4 GeV ',
implies a much broader t .dependence than OPE
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FIG. 28. Momentum-transfer distributions for several
difference moments in the indicated mass ranges.

for the I=1 S wave in the 1200-1250 MeV region.
In fact, as Fig. 26 shows, o~„(Y,') for 1200-1250
MeV has a similar f dependence to ae;, (Y,') for
1030-1100MeV; this suggests identifying each as
due to interference of the I= 1 5'(970) with an I=0
OPE-produced state: S*-0 for Y', and f 5fo-r Y,'.
%e conclude that, while the dominant 8 wave for
-t&0.08 QeV' has I=O, the I=1 S wave becomes
important as well at larger t. In consequence, the
—e ' jbehavior of ~S~' found by Cason et al. ' cannot
be interpreted as the t dependence of a single S-

ave state of definite isospin.
With I=0, the. small-I enhancement in a,„(Ye)

around 1300 MeV has the same quantum numbers
as the 5*, namely I J =0'0", and we refer to
this enhancement as the 8'. Since the S* and S'
can interfere with one another, the oL~(Y', ) spec-
trum should not be interpreted in terms of two in-
coherent peaks. Indeed, the slow phase variation
of our solution argues against interpretation in
terms of a narrow S' state. Using Flatte'. s param-
eterization4' of the S* with M=960 MeV and I'= 100
MeV, we find that the intensity and phase of the
total I= 0 S wave can be described by adding to the
S* a very slowly varying S' amplitude. The inten-
sity minimum in v„(Ye) around 1150 MeV is

caused by destructive interferenee between the S*
(ImS*& 0) and the S' (near-constant S' phase
-270'). The properties of the S' would then be
consistent with the broad c effect seen in mm mm

in this mass region, ' "the e having a negative
coupling to K K" relative to vr r'. This explana-
tion is of course not unique since the mass and
width of the S* are uncertain. %e should also
point out that with its large coupling to KK, the
S' does not fit well into a conventional SU(2}
framework in which this decay would be strongly
supp ressed. "

V. SUMMARY

The Effective Mass Spectrometer was used to
accumulate a sample of 110000 events of the re-
action m P-K K'n and 50000 events of the com-
panion reaction m'n KK-"P at 6 GeV/c. For
K R' masses below 1750 MeV and -t &0.4 GeV' the
angular distributions of the K K' system were
parameterized in terms of t-channel moments, and
the results are shown as functions of K K" mass
in Figs. 4-21 for three invervals of t. The mo-
ments are also available in tabular form. "

Interferences between K K' states of I=O with
those of I=1 change sign going from the m - to the
m+-induced reaction. These interference terms
can thus be isolated by taking the differences be-
tween the unnormalized moments of the two re-
actions, while they are canceled in the sum of the
moments; these sums and differences are also
shown in Figs. 4-21.

One-pion exchange (OPE) is dominant in these
reactions at small t. The m=0 moments domi-
nate over those with rn =1, while the rn = 2 mo-
ments are generally smaller still; such features
have been observed' in studies of the QPE-domi-
nated reaction ~ P-m x'n. OPE produces K K'
states with even-G parity; the statistics of boson-
antiboson pairs require such states to have I=O
for even spin and I=1 for odd spin. This is re-
flected in the moments: The even moments are
roughly the same for the two reactions, while the
odd moments are approximately mirror images
in the two cases. Non-OPE amplitudes become
increasingly important at large t and result in a
substantial difference between the slopes of the
two reactions (Fig. 22).

The moments are most easily understood by
starting with the highest important moment, Y 4,
which is dominated by the D wave, and then con-
sidering the I' wave and S wave in the lower mo-
ments once the D wave is understood. The mass
dependence of the Y4' moments was well fitted by
a sum of the f (1270), A'„dfa'nBreit-Wigner
shapes and their interference. The f dominates
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Y4 at low t in the mass region below 1500 MeV.
Comparison with Y,'from a previous ~ P-m w'n

experiment gave the branching ratio (f-KK)/
(f-all) = (3.8a 0.4)%.

The presence of f'(1514) production was demon-
strated here for the first time in pion-induced
reactions. It was observed as interferences with
the tails of the f and A,' resonances, the inter-
ference producing in the m -induced reaction a
striking falloff in Y', near 1500 MeV. The f' pro-
duction amplitude was found to be real relative
to the f amplitude [pf —pz = (170+ 10)'], as ex-
pected for OPE. Assuming that the f-f' inter-
ference term is due to OPE, we found (f'-vw)/
(f'-all) =(1.2+0.4)%. This is somewhat above
the upper limit of 0.9% obtained from a study' of
the reaction m P-K~K~n, which is closely related
to reaction (2) by charge independence. The la, ck
of a large f' effect in these reactions is explained
by a cancellation between the f'-f and f' A,' inter--
ference terms. The coupling f'-wv is presumably
strongly suppressed by the Iizuka-Okubo-Zweig
rule" since the f', like the P, is a AX state in the
quark model; we find g'(f'-vw)/g'(f-mv)-~+, ,
about the same as found for g'(Ppn)/g'(~pm) The.
fit to the Y 4 moments also gave M&. =1506+5 MeV
and I'z, = 66+10 MeV.

Very little f-A,' interference was observed. This
indicates that the unnatural-parity-exchange am-
plitudes for A.,' production are largely incoherent
with the OPE f amplitude because of a different
coupling to the nucleon spin (e.g. , Z exchange).
Some f-A,' interference is observed in the tin--
terval 0.2 to 0.4 GeV' with a relative production
phase of (63",,')' in good agreement with the Irving
and Michael" prediction of -70 .

With the exception of the y meson, the P wave is
consistent with that expected from the tail of the
I=1 p meson. In the mass region 1040-1160MeV
the Y,' moment for K K' is dominated by p fin--
terference; it was compared to that for m m': p-
f(K K')/p-f (~ v') = 0.029 + 0.008 consistent with the
value of- 0.019 predicted by SU(3) (assuming an ef-
fective interaction radius A~=3.5 GeV '). The Q

has a very broad t dependence and is discussed in

a separate paper. "
Near threshold the S wave is dominated by the

OPE-produced S*. The I=1 5 is important at large
t and changes the cross-section slope for the mass
region 1030 to 1100 MeV from 14.8+0.2 GeV ' for
the n p reaction to 10.9+0.3 QeV ' for the m'n re-
action. A dif'ference in slope for the two reactions,
mainly due to S-wave effects, persists up to a mass
of 1400 MeV (Fig. 22).

The S-wave cross section was obtained by assum-
ingthat the Pwave is dominated by the p tail; this as-
sumption was required to resolve the discrete am-
biguities. In addition to the S* peak below 1100
MeV, Fig. 27 shows a second peak of mass -1300
MeV and width -150 MeV. While. this structure
was not shown by an analysis of the K~K~ experi-
ment of Beusch e/ al. ,' it is very similar to that
found in the recent K',K~ experiment of Cason
e1 al. ' The requirement of a reasonable P-wave
solution (a constraint unavailable to KO~KO~ analy-
ses) resolves the phase-shift ambiguity of Cason
et al. in favor of the slow, steady variation of the
S-wave phases shown by their "solution 2." It
also shows that the S wave is dominantly I= 0,
consistent with the broad c effect seen in wm -7tm

in this mass region. This excludes the interpre-
tation of Cason e~ al. that the S-wave enhancement
at 1300 MeV is a narrow I=1 state.
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